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This Spring as a Multi-Week fellow in Jerusalem, Israel:
     Target poverty through working with TEVET, JDC Israel’s Employment Initiative 

Where will fellows be volunteering?

The Hanoch program: launched in 
2013, is TEVET’s first effort to assist 
Haredi (ultra-orthodox) young men 
ages 17-22 to achieve employment 
readiness and vocational training 
while they are still based in their 
Yeshiva (religious learning institution). 
Hanoch provides employment 
counseling to unmarried Haredi men 
who have fallen out of mainstream 
Haredi community.

The Movilot program (“female 
leaders”): launched in 2013, is 
JDC’s program to promote the 
integration of outstanding ultra-
orthodox women into high-end 
positions in the general Israeli labor 
force. Movilot hopes to enable this 
unique faction of the population to 
fulfill themselves professionally and 
serve as role models in the ultra-
orthodox community, as well as 
general society.  JDC believes that 
empowering these women, initially 
through professional advancement, 
will begin a ripple effect of change 
among the participating women, 
their communities, the corporate 
environment and wider Israeli society.

Parents and Children Together: is an 
employment initiative designed by 
TEVET to promote the integration of 
ultra-orthodox men and women into 
the workforce. Mafteach operates 
job placement centers, offering 
information and guidance, with 
resume-writing help and job searches, 
which are geared towards the needs 
of the Haredi population. In addition, 
these centers offer follow-up services 
the newly employed.  
These centers and the resources they 
provide have become more widely 
accepted in the Haredi community 
as they have adapted based on 
acceptable cultural Haredi norms. For 
example the centers have separate 
hours for men and women and are 
staffed by members of the Haredi 
community. The Mafteach initiative 
is making a difference in advancing 
the employment rate for the Haredi 

community. 

Fighting Poverty through Employment, TEVET is JDC Israel’s employment initiative. TEVET has a unique partnership with 
the government of Israel in order to remove social barriers to employment. TEVET raises the level of marketable skills 
among Israel’s most vulnerable communities including —new immigrants, the ultra-orthodox, the disabled, young adults, 
and Israeli-Arabs.

Based in Jerusalem, fellows will be visiting and documenting different TEVET programs throughout Israel.
For example here are a few programs, out of many, that fellows will be visiting: 


